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Name ____________________________Date_________________
Due
Noon
Friday, December 11, 2015
Project Description
As metal parts experience wear, the metal is displaced. The table lists displacement measurements (in
mm) on metal parts that have undergone durability cycling for the equivalent of 100,000-plus miles. The
first column is the serial number for the part, the second column lists the before-test (BT) displacement
measurement of the new part, the third column lists the end-of-test (EOT) measurements. Assume the
population mean for the BT measurements is and the population mean for the EOT measurements is
. Assume that the population standard deviation for the BT measurements is
and the population
standard deviation for EOT is
.
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BT
4.85208
4.72882
4.97909
4.91794
4.86474
4.90367
4.82858
4.84671
4.82900
4.97676
4.89500
4.96687
4.95300
5.04156

OT
4.73454
5.02788
5.00852
4.82713
4.90730
4.75545
4.84180
4.93558
4.95993
4.89334
4.89065
4.83011
4.88549
4.90484
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1. Compute the following information for the displacement measurements, provide the units for the
measurements. Use three decimal places in calculations. Provide answers to two decimal places.
BT (before-test)
EOT
Difference (= BT - EOT)
Sample mean
Sample variance
Sample standard deviation
Sample size, n
SHOW FORMULA AND ALL THE VALUES USED IN THE CALCULATIONS
FOR THE QUESTIONS BELOW!
2. In the questions below you will be asked to compute confidence intervals on the populations means,
what assumptions must you make about the distributions from which the samples were taken?

3. Compute the two-sided 80% confidence interval on
measurements.

the mean for the BT displacement

Is the two-sided 90% confidence interval smaller or larger than the 80% two-sided confidence interval?
Smaller ______________________ Larger____________________________

Explain your answer.__________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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4. Compute the two-sided 80% confidence interval on
measurements.

the mean for the EOT displacement

5. Compute the two-sided 80% confidence interval on
measurements.

the standard deviation of the EOT

_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. Compute the two-sided 80% confidence on
the difference of the means of BT and EOT.
What assumption(s) are you making?________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
7. Compute the two-sided 80% confidence interval on the difference (BT – EOT) of the measurements
in your sample.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
8. How is the difference of the means of BT and EOT related to the difference (BT – EOT) of the
measurements? _________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________

Are all of the differences positive or negative? ____________________ Explain.____________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
9. Describe and compare the two-sided confidence intervals computed in questions 6 and 7. Are they
equal? _______________ Should they be equal? ______________________________
Explain.______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
10. Is it more appropriate to compute the confidence interval in question 6 or question 7? Explain

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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